Since the advent of word embedding methods, the representation of longer pieces of texts such as sentences and paragraphs is gaining more and more interest, especially for textual similarity tasks. 2016), we introduce MappSent, a novel approach for textual similarity. Based on a linear sentence embedding representation, its principle is to build a matrix that maps sentences in a joint-subspace where similar sets of sentences are pushed closer. We evaluate our approach on the SemEval 2016/2017 question-to-question similarity task and show that overall MappSent achieves competitive results and outperforms in most cases state-of-art methods.
Introduction
Since the dawn of the mass access to the Internet fostered by the availability of data, more and more community question answering (CQA) forums such as StackExchange 1 and Qatar Living 2 have been established and are gaining more and more popularity. It is not unusual to rely on such source of information to find out a correct answer to a given question. However, feeding forums with perpetual questions and answers makes this resource massive and full of duplicate posts and similar question variants. Thus, and to some extent, the search for an answer has become hard to achieve and led to the emergence of an important area of research known as Community Question Answering (CQA).
In the CQA domain, the identification of similar questions is certainly an important preliminary step for providing a correct answer to a posted question. It is necessary to figure out if a question has not already been treated in other posts, essentially for a matter of response effectiveness and to reduce as much as possible duplicate posts. To that end, question-to-question similarity task offers a key challenge while it has to deal not only with similar questions in terms of lexical similarity but also in terms of reformulation, paraphrasing, semantics, etc. It has attracted a great interest as it can be seen in the SemEval shared task where a subtask is dedicated to it since 2015.
In this paper, we propose MappSent, a novel approach for textual similarity that we evaluate on the SemEval question-to-question similarity task. The main idea is to represent questions in a joint sub-space where similar pairs are moved closer thanks to a mapping matrix. Each question is represented by the element-wise addition of its words embedding vectors (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Arora et al., 2017) . Then, based on a training set of question pairs equivalence, an optimal linear transformation matrix that minimizes the distance between similar questions is learned. The mapping matrix is built according to Artetxe et al. (2016) approach that was initially introduced for mapping word embeddings of different languages.
We adapt this approach in a monolingual scenario at the sentence level. Questions are often pieces of texts that contain the context of the question and the question itself. We do not treat separately these two information, on the contrary, we consider both the context and the question as a whole segment that we call by misuse of language: Sentence. Our aim is to align two pieces of texts independently of their structures, as long as they exhibit similar characteristics that we try to capture over the proposed mapping matrix. The main contributions of this work are: (i) the introduction of MappSent as a new simple and sound way of representing sentences in an optimized joint sub-space, (ii) an extensive comparison with Arora et al. (2017) approach and, (iii) an empirical study of the impact of removing the first principal components as a preliminary step to questions similarity. We evaluate our approach on the SemEval 2016/2017 question-to-question similarity task (Task3, subtaskB) and show that overall, MappSent outperforms the state-of-art approaches.
Related Work
With the continuous evolution of neural embedding methods, several approaches ranging from a word level embedding representation (Bengio et al., 2003; Collobert and Weston, 2008; Mikolov et al., 2013a; Pennington et al., 2014) to a longer textual level embedding representation such as phrases, sentences, paragraphs or documents (Socher et al., 2011; Mikolov et al., 2013a; Le and Mikolov, 2014; Kalchbrenner et al., 2014; Kiros et al., 2015; Wieting et al., 2016; Arora et al., 2017) have been proposed. Word embedding methods try to capture lexical and semantic word's properties by representing words in a low continuous dimensional space (Bengio et al., 2003; Mikolov et al., 2013a,b) . Previous longer textual embedding methods use operations on vectors and matrices like addition or multiplication to represent phrases, sentences or paragraphs Lapata, 2008, 2010; Mikolov et al., 2013a; Wieting et al., 2016; Arora et al., 2017) . Other more sophisticated approaches use recurrent neural networks (RNN) (Socher et al., 2011 Kiros et al., 2015) , long short-term memory (LSTM) to capture long distance dependency (Tai et al., 2015) or convolutional neural networks (CNNs) (Kalchbrenner et al., 2014) to represent sentences. Even if RNNs, LSTMs and CNNs based approaches have shown remarkable improvements in a wide range of applications, their computational cost and the need of large amount of training data, makes these approaches inefficient on small and specific datasets.
While sentence embedding representation is our main focus, it is important to mention Mikolov et al. (2013a) approach where they have shown the possibility to efficiently represent phrases by the sum of their words embedding vectors. In their Skip-Gram model, word vectors are trained to predict surrounding words and thus, to represent the distribution of the context in which a word appears. As word vectors are in a linear relationship, the sum of two word vectors can be seen as the product of the two context distributions. On the phrase analogy task Mikolov et al. (2013a) demonstrated the effectiveness of their model with the hierarchical softmax and subsampling using large amount of data. Recently, using the paraphrase pairs dataset (PPDB), Wieting et al. (2016) have shown that a simple but supervised word averaging model of sentence embeddings leads to better performance on textual similarity tasks. However, the performance of their approach is closely related to the supervision from the paraphrase dateset, while without supervision, their approach did not perform well on textual similarity tasks. More recently, Arora et al. (2017) proposed a new sentence embedding method. Its principle is to first compute a weighted average sum of the word embedding vectors of sentences, and then, to remove the projections of the average vectors on their first principal components. Like Mikolov et al. (2013a) and Wieting et al. (2016) , their approach is based on word embedding sum, but the difference is remarkable on the weighted schema and on the use of principal component analysis (PCA) method to remove the correlation of sentence vectors dimensions. They significantly achieved better performance than the unweighted average on a variety of textual similarity tasks. Also, their approach outperformed sophisticated supervised methods such as RNN's and LSTM's.
SemEval question-to-question similarity task offers an appropriate environment to evaluate our approach and validate our intuition. A wide range of approaches have been proposed since the beginning of SemEval. The winners of the 2016 edition (UH-PRHLT) for instance (Franco-Salvador et al., 2016) , combine lexical and semantic fea-tures and representations to measure similarity between pieces of texts. Their approach take advantage of distributed representations of words, graph knowledge constructed from BabelNet and frames extracted from FrameNet. The second best system (ConvKN) (Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2016) used convolutional neural networks to represent sentences. They used an SVM operating on three kernels and combined convolutional tree kernels with convolutional neural networks and additional manually extracted features including text similarity and thread specific features. The third best system (KeLP) (Filice et al., 2016) , used SVM classifier based on a linear combination of kernel functions. Different features were used such as linguistic similarities, shallow syntactic trees encoding lexical and morpho-syntactic information, feature vectors capturing task specific information, etc. Several other systems have been proposed. Wu and Lan (2016) for instance used different ranking methods such as supervised models using traditional features as well as convolutional neural network and long-short term memory. They also proposed two novel methods to improve semantic similarity estimation by integrating ranking information of question-comment pairs. Wang and Poupart (2016) explored a two-layer feedforward neural network with the average of word embedding vectors to predict the semantic similarity score of two questions. While Wu and Zhang (2016) proposed a translation based method that combines a translation model with a cosine similarity based-method to deal with question similarity. Mihaylova et al. (2016) presented a feature rich system based on various types of features: semantic, lexical, metadata and user-related. Their best results were achieved thanks to metadata features. Even if user information conveyed by metadata can be very useful, we make the choice not to exploit it, while our main focus is on text analysis only.
With the success of the 2016 edition and the boom of neural networks, it has been noticed a jump in 2017 on the number of deep learning methods (Nakov et al., 2017) . SimBow system, which did not participate in the previous year, is the winner of the 2017 edition on the questionto-question similarity task. The authors proposed a logistic regression on a combination of different unsupervised textual similarities. They introduced a variant of cosine similarity that uses semantic similarity between words to compute cosine between two bag-of-word vectors. The semantic relations were extracted using Word2Vec. LearningToQuestion system achieved the second best result using SVM and logistic regression as integrators of rich features representations (word embeddings, bidirectional LSTMs, gated recurrent unit (GRU), etc.). Kelp system which was ranked 3rd on last year edition, reached also the third place this year but with its contrastive 3 version could reach the first place. Talla system which was ranked at the fourth position, used a random forest classifier based on an ensemble of syntactic, semantic and IR-based features such as semantic word alignment, term frequency Kullback-Leibler divergence, and tree kernels (Nakov et al., 2017) . A detailed description of SemEval 2016 and 2017 editions and their participants can be found in and Nakov et al. (2017) . Overall, the major part of SemEval state-of-art proposed approaches uses sophisticated and complex methods to deal with question-to-question similarity. One advantage of our approach is its simplicity while compared to SemEval systems.
MappSent Approach
In order to efficiently align similar sentences 4 and by analogy to word embedding representations, we build a sentence embedding space where sentences are represented by the sum of their word embedding vectors. Similar sentences are moved closer thanks to a mapping matrix (Artetxe et al., 2016) learned from a training dataset containing annotated similar sentences. Basically, a set of similar sentence pairs is used as seed information to build the mapping matrix. The optimal mapping is computed by minimizing the distance between the seed sentence pairs.
MappSent approach consists of the following steps:
1. We train a Skip-Gram 5 model using Gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) 6 on a lemma-tized training dataset. We use all the questions and answers provided by the Qatar Living forum (described in section 4) as training data. We consider all users interactions as a good source of information for context representation.
2. Each training and test sentence is preprocessed. We remove stopwords and only keep nouns, verbs and adjectives while computing sentence embedding vectors and the mapping matrix. This step is not applied when learning word embeddings (cf.
Step 1).
3. For each given pre-processed sentence, we build its embedding vector which is the element-wise addition of its words embedding vectors (Mikolov et al., 2013a) . Unlike Arora et al. (2017) we do not use any weighting procedure while computing vectors embedding sum 7 .
4. We build a mapping matrix where test sentences can be projected. We adapted Artetxe et al. (2016) approach in a monolingual scenario as follows:
• To build the mapping matrix we need a mapping dictionary which contains similar sentence pairs. To construct this dictionary, we consider pairs of sentences that are labeled as PerfectMatch and Relevant in the Qatar Living training dataset (cf section 4).
• The mapping matrix is built by learning a linear transformation which minimizes the sum of squared Euclidean distances for the dictionary entries and using an orthogonality constraint to preserve the length normalization.
• While in the bilingual scenario, source words are projected in the target space by using the bilingual mapping matrix, in our case, original and related questions are both projected in a similar subspace using the monolingual sentence mapping matrix. This consists of our adaptation of the bilingual mapping.
5. Test sentences are projected in the new subspace thanks to the mapping matrix. 7 We explored this direction without success.
6. The cosine similarity is then used to measure the similarity between the projected test sentences.
As it has been shown in Arora et al. (2017) that removing the projections of the average vectors on their first principal components improves the performance on textual similarity tasks, we apply this technique to our approach. We first compute PCA on the training dataset and then we remove the n first principal components before computing the cosine similarity between two test questions.
Data and Resources
In community question answering, the questionto-question similarity task (Task3, SubtaskB in SemEval) consists of reranking the related questions according to their similarity with respect to the original question. Each original question, has 10 candidates to rerank. These candidates are labeled as PerfectMatch, Relevant or Irrelevant. No distinction is made between PerfectMatch and Relevant labels, both are concidered as good candidates in SemEval task. The training and development datasets consist of 317 original questions and 3,169 related questions 8 . The test sets of 2016 and 2017 respectively consist of 70 original/700 related questions and 88 original/880 related questions. The official evaluation measure towards which all systems are evaluated is the mean average precision (MAP) using the 10 ranked related questions.
For building our Skip-Gram model, we used the training, development and test sets of 2015 (which is a dataset of question-comment pairs, it corresponds to the SubTask A of SemEval), in addition to the training and development sets of 2016 which contain for each original question, its related question and 10 related comments to each related question. It is to note that the training set of 2016 is the same as 2017. The size of the lemmatized training dataset is about 2 million words.
Experiments and Results
In this section we first present the results of Arora, M appSent and the 3 best systems on the SemEval editions 2016 and 2017. Then, we compare MappSent and Arora approaches on the same datasets while varying different embedding parameters (window size, vectors dimension size, etc.) and the use or not of principal components analysis approach. Finally, we vary the number of principal components to find out the optimal configurations of PCA-based approaches. We note by Arora and Arora pca , the approaches presented in Arora et al. (2017) . Arora pca is based on PCA removal while Arora does not use PCA and is just a weighted sum of word embedding vectors of a sentence. We also propose four MappSent approaches. We note by M appSent − and M appSent − pca our proposed approach that does not use the mapping matrix. It is merely the unweighted sum of word embeddings of a sentence (M appSent − ) and its PCA-based variant (M appSent − pca ). We also note by M appSent and M appSent pca our proposed approach that uses the mapping matrix (M appSent) and its PCAbased variant (M appSent pca ). Tables 1 and 2 show the results of SemEval (2016/2017) of our proposed approaches (noted M appSent − , M appSent − pca , M appSent and M appSent pca ), Arora approaches (noted Arora and Arora pca ) and the three best systems of the SemEval shared-task that are: U H-P RHLT , ConvKN and KeLP for the 2016 edition and SimBow, LearningToQuestion and KeLP for the 2017 edition. From the two Tables we see that M appSent outperforms the three best systems as well as Arora approaches on both SemEval editions. The best MAP scores obtained by M appSent are 79.18% (2016 edition) and 47.50% (2017 edition). We also notice that MappSent PCA-based approach (M appSent pca ) obtains the best results on 2017 with a MAP score of 49.29% while it is slightly under M appSent with 79.09% of MAP score for 2016. Concerning Arora, M appSent − as well as their PCA-based variants (Arora pca , M appSent − pca ), we observe that all of them obtain competitive and sometimes better results while compared to the three best SemEval systems. This is the case for instance on 2016 where the four systems outperform the ranked first system U H-P RHLT . The results are more contrasted concerning the impact of PCA on the performance of Arora and M appSent. While we observe a gain using PCA for Arora pca with a jump from 77.87% to 78.81% of MAP score, M appSent − pca shows a non significant gain (a very little improvement from 78.56% to 78.66%). On the contrary, M appSent pca shows slightly lower results as it can be seen in Table 3 : Comparison of Arora and M appSent using different window and dimension size (results in bold represent the best score of each approach), the number of PCA components was fixed to 1 or 2 (MAP %)
Our first comparison concerns Arora and M appSent − which are similar approaches in the idea of computing the sum of word embedding vectors of sentences. The difference mainly resides in the fact that Arora uses a smoothed inverse frequency to weight word vectors while M appSent − is an unweighted approach 9 . We see that for both editions and in the majority of cases, M appSent − outperforms Arora. The best Arora MAP scores are: 77.87% for 2016 (w=20 and dim=800) and 46.93% for 2017 with the same window size and 100 dimensions. M appSent − obtained better results on 2016 with a MAP score of 78.56% (w=20 and dim=800) and a slightly lower result on 2017 with a MAP score of 46.90% (w=20 and dim=100). It is to note that both approaches were evaluated under the same conditions that are: lemmatization, stopwords and POS-TAG filtering as well as word embeddings trained on the same corpus. Arora approach under the 9 It is to note that different weighting schema have been tried, surprisingly they all degraded the results of M appSent.
original conditions presented in Arora et al. (2017) was tested but the results were much lower using Wikipedia embeddings and no POS-TAG filtering.
The second comparison concerns the use of PCA in Arora and M appSent − . We measure the contribution of removing the first principal components (1 or 2) while varying window and dimension size of word embeddings. The results are obtained using M appSent − pca and Arora pca . We see that the use of PCA almost always improve the performance of Arora approach and except few cases, it also always improve the results of M appSent − . The best Arora pca MAP scores are: 78.81% for 2016 (w=20 and dim=300) and 46.66% for 2017 (w=10 and dim=500). M appSent − pca obtained higher results on 2016 with a MAP score of 78.66% (w=20 and dim=300) and a slightly lower result on 2017 with a MAP score of 46.53% (w=10 and dim=500).
For the third comparison, we are interested in the performance of the main proposed approach which is M appSent regarding Arora and Arora P CA . We notice that M appSent always outperform the latter approaches (except very few cases). The best M appSent MAP scores are: 79.18% for 2016 (w=20 and dim=300) and 47.50% for 2017 (w=20 and dim=100).
Interestingly, the use of PCA improves M appSent performance in most cases on 2017 test set while it degrades its performance in most cases on 2016 test set. The best M appSent P CA MAP scores are: 79.09% for 2016 (w=20 and dim=500) and 48.78% for 2017 (w=20 and dim=800). The number of principal components was fixed to one or two depending on the approach. However it is necessary to conduct an empirical study on the impact of the number of PCA components on PCA-based approaches. This is the purpose of the next Section.
Principal Components Impact
In this section we compare Arora and M appSent PCA-based approaches regarding the number of principal components that were removed before the computation of sentence similarity. We vary the number of components from 0 to 10 and give an arbitrary upper bound of 20 components. Table 5 , all the approaches benefit from PCA components removal. The best results are obtained with two components for Arora, seven for M appSent − and four components for M appSent. If we can observe the influence of PCA on the experiments, it is however difficult to efficiently fix the the most appropriate number of principle components to use. In addition, it is clear that a high number of principal components is in most cases inefficient.
Discussion
The multiple experiments and results have clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach since MappSent and its PCA variant outperformed the best SemEval systems of 2016 and 2017 editions. Hence, the idea of mapping sentences in the same sub-space suggests a better sentence representation. Two key points must however be discussed. First, sentence representation by its words embeddings sum and second, the way of building the mapping matrix and the sentence projection procedure. For sentence representation, it is unclear why a simple words embedding vectors sum performs in most cases better than a weighted sum (as in Arora for instance). That said, this can be partially explained by the fact that we remove stopwords and some POS-TAGs from each sentence. Keeping nouns, verbs and adjectives only, makes sentences smaller and this probably reduce the impact of a weighting schema. The mapping matrix has been built and optimized on a small training dataset using orthogonal constraint, unit normalization and mean centering reduction. The set of training similar sentence pairs was small (about 2000 question pairs). A question remains on how our approach could perform if the mapping matrix was trained on a large sentence database such as the paraphrasing database (PPTB) for instance? We let this question for future work. In addition, one important adaptation of Artetxe et al. (2016) approach is the projection phase. While in a bilingual scenario source words are mapped into the target language, in our monolingual case, we map both source questions (the original questions) and target questions (the related questions). It wouldn't make sense to only map the source questions as we need to represent both pairs in the same sub-space. In most cases, M appSent and Arora perform better on higher window size (10 or 20). For vector dimensions the results are more contrasted (300, 500 or 800). While it is difficult to clearly pinpoint the reasons of such observation, it is well established that smaller windows capture syntactic/semantic dependencies, while larger windows capture topical structures (Mikolov et al., 2013b ). As our datasets treat different topics of the Qatar daily life, one can suppose that topical information maybe more discriminant than the one provided by syntactic information, at least in these experiments.
An important phase is certainly embedding models. Word embedding vectors have been trained using the Skip-Gram model 10 . Here also, and as it has been already shown (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b) , the Skip-Gram model performs better than CBOW model on small datasets. Another interesting information is the fact that training word embeddings on a specific dataset (here Qatar living) performs better than using pretrained embeddings such as wikipedia or other bigger size corpora. This can also be explained by the general representation of such embeddings which maybe inappropriate when dealing with specific domains. One interesting direction which we also let for fu-10 It is to note that some experiments using the CBOW model have been conducted but the performance were much lower than using the Skip-Gram model. ture work is to contrast different domains corpora and also use data selection before training our embedding models.
Finally, we could notice the positive impact of PCA in most cases except for M appSent 11 on the 2016 test set. Removing principal components from a sum of word embeddings is useful while the resulting sentence embedding vectors are uncorrelated. Hence, similar information is removed which makes sentence comparison more efficient. However, one drawback of PCA among other mathematical transforms is its sensitivity to the original data. One possible reason that can explain PCA performance is probably the correlation between the training and the test datasets. Another PCA drawback is the empirical way to fix the number of principal components. It would be interesting to explore other discriminant mathematical transformations such as canonical correlation analysis (CCA) or independent component analysis (ICA).
Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed MappSent, a novel approach for textual similarity. Our approach allows to map sentences in a joint more representative sub-space. Thanks to questions mapping matrix, similar questions are pushed closer suggesting that the new sub-space is more discriminant. The experimental results confirm our intuition while MappSent and its PCA-based variant obtain the best results on SemEval (2016/2017) question-to-question similarity task over state-ofart approaches. One remarkable advantage of MappSent is its simplicity while neither intensive computation nor external resources or metadata are needed. In addition, MappSent can be applied to pieces of text of any length as long as a training set of similar texts is available. That said, no attention has been given to linguistic information and questions were treated as bags-of-words. For future work, we intend to explore linguistic features as well as exploiting the context of a question and the question itself differently. Another exciting challenge is to apply our approach to questions and answers. The use of metadata is also another interesting direction that we leave for the future.
